44th Annual HS Math Contest T-shirt Design Rules
Thank you for participating in our very first T-shirt design contest. As you may be aware, we
give away Math t-shirts during our open competition every year; we are very proud of these
since you all seem to love them. We have decided to open up the design of the t-shirts to
participating schools. The winner will have their art displayed on our T-shirts along with the
schools name this upcoming 44th contest. The deadline for the design to be submitted to us will
be Friday February 21st. See the rules and regulations below:
1. The contest is only open to participating schools, please be sure to RSVP that your school
will be in attendance for the contest.
2. All entries must be original creations of the contestants that incorporate the math contest
or anything related to mathematics into the design. By submitting a design, you are
guaranteeing that you hold rights to everything in it, and that it does not contain any
copyright material, including images/copy found on the internet, unless clearly marked as
published under a creative commons (cc) license. Your design will be on the front of the
shirt only.
3. The entry design may be drawn but it will have to be converted to be submitted
electronically in any of the following formats: .AI, .JPG, .PDF, .PNG. [if you need help
with this just reach out].
4. Entries may not include: profanity, nudity or material deemed inappropriate or offensive;
false or defamatory statements about any person or any third party.
5. All submitted work will be judged by the mathematics department on the following
criteria:
 Originality
 Creativity
 Public appeal
 Captures the spirit of the mathematics contest
6. We reserve the right to pick one entry, more than one entry, or no entries as the winning
Design.
7. The winning design will be the property of Central Arizona College Mathematics
department.

Please email final designs to Eliana Leamons at Eliana.leamons@centralazz.edu.

